
Dear students, 

Assessment: ongoing evaluation / unique final evaluation 
Assessment of the subjects of Master economics is usually based on 
compulsory attendance (both to the regular sessions and to the 
seminars of the subject) and other tasks to be realized during the 
course (ongoing evaluation). 
 
Students who wish to apply for a unique final evaluation students 
must write an email to mastereconomics@ugr.es asking for such a 
unique final evaluation before : 

 November 7th for subjects in Term1; 
 January 30th for subjects in Term2 
 April 18th for subjects in Term3. 

You should indicate:NAME SURNAME Passport /DNI would like to be 
authorised to realice a unique final evaluation in the following 
subjects:  
 

Communication: 

 If you usually use another email than this one, please indicate it 
to us. 

 Please register as the follower of one of the blogs to be 
informed. 

Classes start on Monday October 24th. It is highly recommended 
to assist classes from the beginning even if you are not sure to 
maintain your enrollment or you are thinking in taking this subject 
but you haven’t registered yet.  

Classes will take place in room E09 except some classes that take 
place in the computer room (Sala informatica numero 3) Building B.  

If you couldn't assist the welcome meeting, you can Access the 
presentation at: http://masteres.ugr.es/ugrme/pages/info_academica  

Remember that you only can change your enrollment once and you 
cannot change the registration (annulation or registration) of subjects 
for which sessions have been taught in more than 20%. More 
information at: 
http://masteres.ugr.es/ugrme/pages/info_administrativa/faqen  



- Last changes in Timetable 
http://masteres.ugr.es/ugrme/pages/banners/timetable/horarios151
6 

Note that the professors of Topics in Macroeconomics II have 
changed and the content focuses now on the Evaluation of 
programmes and public policies. Check the program at: 
http://masteres.ugr.es/ugrme/pages/info_academica/courses/sq/topi
cs2  

Subject Economic tools (second term) will not be offered this year but 
professor Aray will teach part of the topic in the framework of 
the subject Recent Topics (First Term). Check the program at: 
http://masteres.ugr.es/ugrme/pages/info_academica/courses/fq/rece
nttopics  

Students who enrolled in Economic tools should fill out the 
following form 
(http://escuelaposgrado.ugr.es/pages/masteres_oficiales/tramites_ad
min_alumnos_master/impresos-doc-y-
pdf/solicitudmodificaciondematriculaingles) indicating which subject 
they would like to take in substitution. This change will be made by 
the coordinator (and will not prevent them to do another change later 
on).  Signed forms should be delivered to mastereconomics@ugr.es 
or in B326 before Friday October 28th at 12.00 a.m.  

- Recommended itineraries have been updated: 
http://masteres.ugr.es/ugrme/pages/master/itineraries 

 

We have updated information for new students the Master in Economics (especially 
important if you didn't assist the welcome meeting): 
http://masteres.ugr.es/ugrme/pages/banners/InNS  

I wish you a fruictful year! 
 
 
Best Regards, 
 
 
 
Juliette Milgram on behalf of the Academic Committee 


